
QUARTET MACRAMÉ 
HANGING PLANTER

Design: Lankava, Sanna Peltoluhta.
Size: Height approx. 95 cm.
Yarn: Lankava Paulina Chunky Twine (80 % 
recycled cotton, 20 % polyester, 1 kg = approx. 170 
– 180 m) 16 m in natural white (52) and Lankava 
Minimop Cotton Twine (80 % recycled cotton, 20 %
polyester, approx. 150 g = 100 m or 0.7 kg = 490 m) 
for a solid-color hanging planter 13 m in chalk pink 
(89) and for a two-color hanging planter 8 m in yel-
low (57) and 5 m in lavender (85).

Wrap Knot (picture 1): Fold 10 cm from one end of 
the wrapping cord and place the fold onto a cord 
bundle so that the fold is at the bottom of the bundle. 
Take the longer end of the cord and tightly wrap it 
around the bundle 10−12 times from top to bottom. 
The loop will be visible at the bottom of the wrap and 
one end at the top. Thread the cord through the loop 
and pull on the shorter end until the loop is hidden 
inside the wrapping. Trim both ends of the wrapping 
cord.
Instructions: Cut 8 working cords of 2 m from Pau-
lina Twine cord and 10 wrapping cords of 1 m and 
one of 2.5 m from Minimop cord. Gather the long 
working cords into one bundle and mark the mid-
point of the bundle. Then, cover the working cords 
on both sides of the midpoint for the hanging loop 
as follows: Fold about 5 cm from one end of the 2.5 
m cord and place the fold on top of the working cord 
bundle, about 7 cm from the midpoint. 
Then, wrap the wrapping cord around the bundle for 14 cm, leaving the fold within the wrap (picture 2). Fold the 
resulting hanging loop in half, take all 16 cords and the other end of the wrapping cord of the hanging loop into one 
bundle and tie a wrap knot around it with a 1 m wrapping cord. Hang the work at a suitable working height. Leave 
a 50 cm gap and work the planter section as follows: *Take 4 cords and tie a wrap knot around them*, repeat *-* 3 
times more.
Create alternating wrap knots 8−10 cm from the previous ones as follows: *Take 2+2 cords from adjacent cord 
groups and tie a wrap knot around them*, repeat *-* 3 times more.
Adjust the pot to fit. You can accommodate the planter section for a smaller of larger pot by adjusting the spacing 
between the wrap knots.

Finishing: Gather all working cords into one bundle and tie a wrap knot 8−10 cm from the previous knots. Trim the 
remaining cord ends.
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